CASE STUDY
Last-Minute Trial Exhibits
A large job on a holiday weekend

Client
Law Firm
Service
Rush Exhibit Binders
The Situation
Our client, a mid-sized Sacramento law firm, was
preparing for a trial in Fresno. On the Friday before a
three-day weekend, a paralegal from the firm picked
up a set of 500 new exhibits from Los Angeles that
needed to be duplicated by 9:00 AM on Tuesday
morning. She called a number of firms from Fresno to
Los Angeles; no one could guarantee completion due to
the Monday holiday, so she called Capitol Digital.

The Outcome
Our dedicated production staff, working through
Sunday and the Monday holiday, managed to scan,
print, 3-hole punch, and assemble the thousands of
pages into binders in time to deliver the job before 9:00
AM on Tuesday. The client went in to trial that day with
all their materials and one less thing to worry about.
Client Testimonial
“The response I always receive from you all is
absolutely amazing! Thank you so much for
your quick response and the effort that’s always
professional! (And your forgiveness of my trial
jitters!)”

The Challenge
The project required scanning approximately 7,500
pages and printing two sets. Next the 15,000 pages
needed to be carefully put into binders, with tabs
and structure that precisely matched the original
production. No other litigation support firm had shifts
working over the holiday weekend that could deliver by
Tuesday’s trial.
The Solution
With up to three shifts per day and staff on weekends
and holidays, Capitol Digital’s large production capacity
was designed specifically for the high-stakes document
management challenges that are common in litigation.
The around-the-clock availability of our team meant
that someone was at the office to pick up the client’s
frantic phone calls on Saturday morning, and to receive
the boxes delivered that afternoon.
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